Multicultural Desegregation

90 miles to Havana
By Flores-Galbis, Enrique  Dewey: -Fic-
Julian's parents, hoping to protect him from the dangers of the turmoil in Cuba, send him to the United States in 1961 as part of Operation Pedro Pan, not realizing that life in a Miami refugee camp holds its own perils.
AR: 4.8 MG 10.0 140562EN
#0994UN2 2012 IL:5-8 RL:4.8 USD 12.71
Base Price: USD 12.71 / Delivery from US

Anything but typical
By Baskin, Nora Raleigh  Dewey: -Fic-
Jason, a twelve-year-old autistic boy who wants to become a writer, relates what his life is like as he tries to make sense of his world.
AR: 4.1 MG 5.0 129385EN
#20498G6 2009 IL:5-8 RL:4.1 USD 12.91
Base Price: USD 12.91 / Delivery from US

Black potatoes : the story of the great Irish famine, 1845-1850
By Bartletti, Susan Campbell  Dewey: 941.5081
Presents an overview of the Irish potato famine of 1845-50, describing the blight on this vital food source, and including information on the political and personal impact it had on Ireland and its people.
AR: 8.1 UG 5.0 55926EN
#37744X6 2001 IL:5-8 RL:6.8 USD 13.81
Base Price: USD 13.81 / Delivery from US

Chains
By Anderson, Laurie Halse  Dewey: -Fic-
After being sold to a cruel couple in New York City, a slave named Isabel is forced to find courage to run away and to realize that she is a black woman.
AR: 5.1 MG 3.0 42817EN
#0381FM3 2009 IL:YA USD 15.51
Base Price: USD 15.51 / Delivery from US

Code Talker : a novel about the Navajo Marines of World War Two
By Bruchac, Joseph  Dewey: -Fic-
After being taught in a boarding school run by whites that Navajo is a useless language, Ned Begay and other Navajo men are recruited by the Marines to become Code Talkers, sending messages during World War II in their native tongue.
AR: 6.4 MG 9.0 85819EN
#30714V9 2005 IL:5-8 RL:6.2 USD 13.41
Base Price: USD 13.41 / Delivery from US

Day of tears : a novel in dialogue
By Lester, Julius  Dewey: -Fic-
Presents an historical fiction written in first-person format that follows Emma, the slave of Pierce Butler, through a series of events in her life as her master hosts the largest slave auction in American history in Savannah, Georgia in 1859 in order to pay off his mounting gambling debts.
AR: 4.8 MG 4.0 86562EN
#38646V3 2005 IL:5-8 RL:4.4 USD 12.15
Base Price: USD 12.15 / Delivery from US

Any small goodness : a novel of the barrio
By Johnston, Tony  Dewey: -Fic-
Arturo and his family and friends share all kinds of experiences living in the barrio of East Los Angeles--claiming their names, playing basketball, championing the school librarian, and even starting their own gang.
AR: 4.1 MG 2.0 53557EN
#52438V3 2001 IL:3-6 RL:3.9 USD 11.61
Base Price: USD 11.61 / Delivery from US

Beyond courage : the untold story of Jewish resistance during the Holocaust
By Rappaport, Doreen  Dewey: 940.53
Provides detailed accounts of twenty-one acts of defiance committed against Nazis in Nazi-occupied countries during World War II.
AR: 7.4 MG 7.0 153738EN
#0901NA7 2012 IL:5-8 RL:7.4 USD 19.59
Base Price: USD 19.59 / Delivery from US

Bromn masquerade
By Grimes, Nikki  Dewey: -Fic-
While studying the Harlem Renaissance, students at a Bronx high school read aloud poems they've written, revealing their innermost thoughts and fears to their formerly clueless classmates.
AR: 4.5 UG 4.0 55292EN
#52347X3 2002 IL:YA USD 12.51
Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US

Claudette Colvin : twice toward justice
By Hoose, Phillip M  Dewey: 323
Presents an account of fifteen-year-old Claudette Colvin, an African-American girl who refused to give up her seat to a white woman on a segregated bus in Montgomery, Alabama, nine months before Rosa Parks, and covers her role in a crucial civil rights case.
AR: 6.8 MG 5.0 129138EN
#0381FM3 2009 IL:YA USD 15.51
Base Price: USD 15.51 / Delivery from US

The color of my words
By Joseph, Lynn  Dewey: -Fic-
When life gets difficult for Ana Rosa, a twelve-year-old would-be writer living in a small village in the Dominican Republic, she can depend on her older brother to make her feel better--until the life-changing events on her thirteenth birthday.
AR: 5.1 MG 3.0 42817EN
#34796V3 2000 IL:3-6 RL:5.1 USD 11.81
Base Price: USD 11.81 / Delivery from US

The day of the pelican
By Paterson, Katherine  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1998 when the Kosovo hostilities escalate, thirteen-year-old Meli's life as an ethnic Albanian, changes forever after her brother escapes his Serbian captors and the entire family flees from one refugee camp to another until they are able to immigrate to America.
AR: 5.2 MG 6.0 133458EN
#0476UDX 2009 IL:5-8 RL:5.2 USD 11.61
Base Price: USD 11.61 / Delivery from US

Beyond courage : the untold story of Jewish resistance during the Holocaust
By Rappaport, Doreen  Dewey: 940.53
Provides detailed accounts of twenty-one acts of defiance committed against Nazis in Nazi-occupied countries during World War II.
AR: 7.4 MG 7.0 153738EN
#0901NA7 2012 IL:5-8 RL:7.4 USD 19.59
Base Price: USD 19.59 / Delivery from US

Bromn masquerade
By Grimes, Nikki  Dewey: -Fic-
While studying the Harlem Renaissance, students at a Bronx high school read aloud poems they've written, revealing their innermost thoughts and fears to their formerly clueless classmates.
AR: 4.5 UG 4.0 55292EN
#52347X3 2002 IL:YA USD 12.51
Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US

Claudette Colvin : twice toward justice
By Hoose, Phillip M  Dewey: 323
Presents an account of fifteen-year-old Claudette Colvin, an African-American girl who refused to give up her seat to a white woman on a segregated bus in Montgomery, Alabama, nine months before Rosa Parks, and covers her role in a crucial civil rights case.
AR: 6.8 MG 5.0 129138EN
#0381FM3 2009 IL:YA USD 15.51
Base Price: USD 15.51 / Delivery from US

The color of my words
By Joseph, Lynn  Dewey: -Fic-
When life gets difficult for Ana Rosa, a twelve-year-old would-be writer living in a small village in the Dominican Republic, she can depend on her older brother to make her feel better--until the life-changing events on her thirteenth birthday.
AR: 5.1 MG 3.0 42817EN
#34796V3 2000 IL:3-6 RL:5.1 USD 11.81
Base Price: USD 11.81 / Delivery from US

The day of the pelican
By Paterson, Katherine  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1998 when the Kosovo hostilities escalate, thirteen-year-old Meli's life as an ethnic Albanian, changes forever after her brother escapes his Serbian captors and the entire family flees from one refugee camp to another until they are able to immigrate to America.
AR: 5.2 MG 6.0 133458EN
#0476UDX 2009 IL:5-8 RL:5.2 USD 11.61
Base Price: USD 11.61 / Delivery from US
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The devil's arithmetic
By Yolen, Jane Dewey: -Fic-
Hannah resents the traditions of her Jewish heritage until time travel places her in the middle of a small Jewish village in Nazi-occupied Poland.
AR: 4.6 MG 6.0 69989EN
 Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US
#34893X2 1988 IL:5-8 RL:5.1 USD 12.51

Elijah of Buxton
By Curtis, Christopher Paul Dewey: -Fic-
Eleven-year-old Elijah Freeman, the first-free-born child in Buxton, Canada—a haven for slaves fleeing the American South in 1859—uses his wits and skills to try to bring to justice the lying preacher who has stolen money that was to be used to buy a family's freedom.
AR: 5.4 MG 12.0 117751EN
 Base Price: USD 13.10 / Delivery from US
#39696K2 2014 IL:3-6 RL:5.4 USD 13.10

Half a world away
By Kadota, Cynthia Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Jaden, an emotionally damaged adopted boy fascinated by electricity, feels a connection to a small, weak toddler with special needs in Kazakhstan, where Jaden's family is trying to adopt a "normal" baby.
AR: 4.7 MG 5.0 168464EN
 Base Price: USD 14.49 / Delivery from US
#0799KN2 2014 IL:5-8 RL:5.5 USD 14.49

Hitler Youth : growing up in Hitler's shadow
By Bartletti, Susan Campbell Dewey: -Fic-
A photo-illustrated look at the youth organizations Adolf Hitler founded and used to meet his sociopolitical and military ends; includes profiles of individual Hitler Youth members as well as young people who opposed the Nazis, such as Hans and Sophie Scholl.
AR: 7.8 MG 6.0 87191EN
 Base Price: USD 18.74 / Delivery from US
#22453Q5 2005 IL:5-8 RL:7.8 USD 18.74

I wanna be your shoebox
By Garcia, Cristina Dewey: -Fic-
Thirteen-year-old, Southern California surfer Yumi Ruiz-Hirsch is a unique mix of Jewish, Japanese, and Cuban heritage; and when her grandfather, Saul, is diagnosed with terminal cancer, she asks him to tell her his life story in order to better understand her own history.
AR: 5.1 MG 7.0 124498EN
 Base Price: USD 4.54 / Delivery from US
#00766SX 2008 IL:3-6 RL:5.1 USD 4.54

One crazy summer
By Williams-Garcia, Rita Dewey: -Fic-
In the summer of 1968, after traveling from Brooklyn to Oakland, California, to spend a month with the mother they barely know, eleven-year-old Delphine and her two younger sisters arrive to a cold welcome as the intrusion of their visit and wants them to attend a nearby Black Panther summer camp.
AR: 4.6 MG 7.0 135338EN
 Base Price: USD 12.71 / Delivery from US
#0547K8 2010 IL:5-8 RL:4.6 USD 12.71

Out of my mind : a novel
By Draper, Sharon M Dewey: -Fic-
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
AR: 4.3 MG 8.0 136421EN
 Base Price: USD 13.71 / Delivery from US
#0958FK2 2012 IL:5-8 RL:4.3 USD 13.71

Red kayak
By Cummings, Priscilla Dewey: -Fic-
Living near the water on Maryland's Eastern Shore, thirteen-year-old

A diamond in the desert
By Fitzmaurice, Kathryn Dewey: -Fic-
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, thirteen-year-old Tetsu and his family are sent to the Gila River Relocation Center in Arizona where a fellow prisoner starts a baseball team, but when Tetsu's sister becomes ill and he feels responsible, he stops playing.
AR: 5.0 MG 4.0 150059EN
 Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US
#0775DFX 2012 IL:5-8 RL:5.1 USD 12.51

Forgo
By Anderson, Laurie Halse Dewey: -Fic-
Curzon, having matured from boy to man over the course of the winter with the army at Valley Forge, worries that someone will learn he is a runaway slave passing for free, and tries to figure out the meaning of his friendship with Isabel.
AR: 5.4 MG 10.0 140499EN
 Base Price: USD 12.91 / Delivery from US
#08414DV8 2010 IL:5-8 RL:5.4 USD 12.91

The heart of a chief
By Bruchac, Joseph Dewey: -Fic-
An eleven-year-old Penacook Indian boy living on a reservation faces his father's alcoholism, a controversy surrounding plans for a casino on a tribal island, and insensitivity toward Native Americans in his school and nearby town.
AR: 4.7 MG 6.0 32049EN
 Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US
#33285W5 1998 IL:5-8 RL:4.8 USD 12.51

I am Malala : how one girl stood up for education and changed the world
By Yousafzai, Malala Dewey: 370.820954
Malala Yousafzai describes her fight for education for girls under Taliban rule, the support she received from her parents to pursue an education, and how the Taliban retaliated against her by trying to kill her.
AR: 5.9 MG 7.0 168037EN
 Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US
#0871VM7 2014 IL:5-8 RL:5.8 USD 14.50

La linea
By Jaramillo, Ann Dewey: -Fic-
When fifteen-year-old Miguel's time finally comes to leave his poor Mexican village, cross the border illegally, and join his parents in California, his younger sister's determination to join him soon imperils them both.
AR: 4.3 MG 5.0 106423EN
 Base Price: USD 14.61 / Delivery from US
#03933X4 2006 IL:YA USD 14.61

The other half of my heart
By Frazier, Sundee Tucker Dewey: -Fic-
Twin daughters of interracial parents, eleven-year-olds Keira and Minna have very different skin tones and personalities, but it is not until their African American grandmother enters them in the Miss Black Pearl PreTeen competition in North Carolina that red-haired and pale-skinned Minna realizes what life in their small town in the Pacific Northwest has been like for her more outgoing, darker-skinned sister.
AR: 4.9 MG 10.0 137869EN
 Base Price: USD 12.71 / Delivery from US
#0002GN8 2010 IL:3-6 RL:4.9 USD 12.71

Peace, Locomotion
By Woodson, Jacqueline Dewey: -Fic-
Through letters to his little sister, who is living in a different foster home, sixth-grader Lonnie, also known as "Locomotion," keeps a record of their travels while they are apart, describing his own foster family, including his foster brother who returns home after losing a leg in the Iraq War.
AR: 4.7 MG 3.0 127432EN
 Base Price: USD 13.41 / Delivery from US
#29898U3 2009 IL:5-8 RL:5 USD 13.41

Revolution is not a dinner party : a novel
By Compentine, Ying Chang Dewey: -Fic-
Starting in 1972 when she is nine years old, Ling, the daughter of two...
Brady and his best friends J.T. and Digger become entangled in a tragedy which tests their friendship and their ideas about right and wrong.

AR: 4.9 MG 8.0 8252EN
--- #36248X3 2004 IL:5-8 RL:4.8 USD 13.41
Base Price: USD 13.41 / Delivery from US

**Star in the forest**
By Resau, Laura  Dewey: -Fic-
After eleven-year-old Zitlally's father is deported to Mexico, she takes refuge in her trailer park's forest of rusted car parts, where she befriends a spunky neighbor and finds a stray dog that she nurses back to health and believes she must keep safe so that her father will return.

AR: 4.5 MG 3.0 136221EN
--- #0175WV1 2010 IL:3-6 RL:4.5 USD 12.71
Base Price: USD 12.71 / Delivery from US

**Tasting the sky : a Palestinian childhood**
By Barakat, Ibtisam  Dewey: 956.9504
A memoir in which the author describes her childhood as a Palestinian refugee, discussing her family's experiences during and after the Six-Day War, and the freedom she felt at learning to read and write.

AR: 5.8 MG 7.0 115456EN
--- #36536S8 2007 IL:YA USD 15.34
Base Price: USD 15.34 / Delivery from US

**The voyage of the frog**
By Paulsen, Gary  Dewey: -Fic-
When David goes out on his sailboat to scatter his recently deceased uncle's ashes to the wind, he is caught in a fierce storm and must survive many days on his own as he works out his feelings about life and his uncle.

AR: 6.0 MG 5.0 5094EN
--- #28953Z3 1989 IL:5-8 RL:5.9 USD 12.51
Base Price: USD 12.51 / Delivery from US

---

Note: Exchange rates updated daily.

---

**A step from heaven**
By Na, An  Dewey: -Fic-
A young Korean girl and her family find it difficult to learn English and adjust to life in America.

AR: 4.2 UG 6.0 49813EN
--- #32170X0 2001 IL:5-8 RL:5.5 USD 13.41
Base Price: USD 13.41 / Delivery from US

**Under the blood-red sun**
By Salisbury, Graham  Dewey: -Fic-
Tomikazu Nakaji's biggest concerns are baseball, homework, and a local bully, until life with his Japanese family in Hawaii changes drastically after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in December 1941.

AR: 4.0 MG 8.0 11744EN
--- #0875FN4 2014 IL:5-8 RL:4 USD 8.54
Base Price: USD 8.54 / Delivery from US

**Water Street**
By Giff, Patricia Reilly  Dewey: -Fic-
In the shadow of the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge, eighth-graders and new neighbors Bird Mallon and Thomas Neary make some decisions about what they want to do with their lives.

AR: 4.8 MG 5.0 109204EN
--- #12125WX 2006 IL:3-6 RL:5 USD 12.71
Base Price: USD 12.71 / Delivery from US

---
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